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 1 Introduction

1.1 Context

As stated in the projectplan, a central question of WU5 is:

What information whould be stored and where, and what information should be

exchanged between which actors and how.

A coherent answer to this question is represented in a proposed accounting architecture. The

proposal for an accounting architecture and the demonstration of a prototype of the

accounting architecture are the most important goals of this year. The other defined activities

are supportive to these goals. The focus is on transport accounting, not on service

accounting; also we do not research billing and payment services.

According to the AAA working group of the IETF [AAA], accounting serves several purposes

(see Figure 1). Among others, these purposes are auditing, capacity and trend analysis and

billing. In this document we restrict ourselves to the billing purpose; that is, we develop an

Internet accounting architecture which offers relevant information efficiently for billing

purposes.

Accounting

Billing
Capacity and

trend analysis
Auditing

Figure 1: Accounting serves several purposes

The aim is to develop an accounting architecture that supports billing. A first step in this

process is to identify which variables should be measured, and where, and by who etc.

Therefore this document focuses on the question:

Who uses when how much of the various resources, in which class of service, and from

where to where are resources used?
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Four perspectives

There are various perspectives to approach this research question:

1. From a technological point of view: what variables are currently measured (based on e.g.

IP header and on information stored in MIBs)?

2. From a cost perspective point of view: given Internet (transport) services, which variables

(resources) make up the costs of providing that services for an ISP (e.g. leasing lines,

routers, interconnections costs etc.)?

3. From a pricing structure point of view: what variables should be measured to execute

current and future pricing schemes appropriately?

4. From a user’s utility point of view: what variables of the Internet service the user perceives

as a basis for its utility?

The Technological perspective (perspective 1) is taken in section 3, and the Pricing Schemes

perspective (perspective 3) is taken in section 4. The Costs perspective (perspective 2) is

partly integrated in section 4, as is the Utility perspective (perspective 4).

“Starting point”: the overhead of the Internet accounting system should be minimal, to avoid

the current situation in telephony networks where approximately 50% overhead costs due to

delivering a bill with the “appropriate” price to the customer.

1.2 Research Approach

Focus on fixed network (later this year (?) we include mobile networks, roaming)

Top-down and bottom-up approach

This deliverable describes the findings of a combined bottom-up and top-down approach.

The bottom-up approach is discussed in section 3. The question there is: given current

technologies and protocols, what are logical and possible variables to be measured?

The result of the bottom-up approach is a set of variables, P.

P: set of possibilities; that is, which variables are currently measured and stored and/or read

out and / or can be transported by the various protocols.

The top-down is discussed in section 4. The question there is: given pricing strategies, which

variables should be measured?

The result of the top-down approach is a set of variables, R.
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R: set of requirements; that is, which variables should be measured according to the curentl

standard and evolving pricing schemes.

Matching R and P

Matching the sets R and P gives three subsets, namely O (overlap), P-O and R-O.

•  O: the overlap consists of variables which are currently measured and stored, or can be

deduced from these variables, and which simultaneously are demanded by the considered

pricing strategies

•  P-O: currently metered variables, but appear not useful for considered pricing schemes

•  R-O: required measures but not (yet?) possible; therefore current protocols should be

adapted or new protocols should be made to account for these new required measures;

otherwise requirements for pricing schemes should be dropped.

P

R
O

Figure 2: Set of requirements R (ch.4) and set of possibilities P (ch.3)

1.3 Structure of the report

Section 2 describes and discusses the accounting process, and the actors (organisations,

persons) and entities (servers, routers, meters) involved.

Section 3 takes a bottom up approach and describes the potential for accounting based on

current protocols and technologies (see also D5.1,

http://ing.ctit.utwente.nl/WU5/D5.1/index.html). Basic starting points are the information in the

IP header and the information kept in MIBs. It results in a set of variables P that can be

measured and potentially are relevant for Internet accounting.

Section 4 takes a top-down approach and analyses which variables should be measured

according to standard and evolving pricing schemes. It results in a set of variables R which

are required to measure in the network in order to make the considered pricing schemes

possible.

Section 5 matches the sets of variables of Section 3 and 4 and therefore identifies the three

subsets mentioned in section 1.2.
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Section 6 builds directly on Section 5 and describes the resulting accounting process and

suggests which actors and entities can be used to; this is initially done without coupling the

activities with entities and actors.

Section 7 then uses the information from the metering experiments and suggests an Internet

Accounting Architecture.

Finally, in Section 8 the remaining work is identified.
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 2 Accounting process, actors and entities

2.1 Accounting process

Clarification of accounting process (figure + terminology).

Finance

Control

Auditing

Resource consumption

Resource management

Capacity & Trend 

analysis

Business’ organization

Business strategies

Marketing

Cost allocation

Charging

Billing

Pricing

Accounting

Collecting

Metering

Rating

Policies

:  ‘Influences’

:  ‘Transfer of data’

:  Concept

:  External activities

Payment

Figure 3: Accounting process.

2.2 Actors in Internet transport services

•  Backbone providers
•  Access Providers
•  Users (residential, business customers): users in the sense as end users / customers

•  Content and/or service providers
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BBP (B)

ISP (B)

BBP (A)

ISP (A)

web server (content /
service provider)customer

Figure 4: Actors in Internet services provisioning.
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2.3 Entities in the accounting process
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Home Domain This is the domain of the Internet service provider with whom the user

maintains an accounting relationship.

Local Domain This is the domain of the ISP whom the user uses in order to get access.

Where roaming is implemented the local ISP may be different from the

home ISP. (also: visited domain and foreign domain).

(ISP) Internet

Service Provider

Controls the network infrastructure and may be responsible for the

charging and accounting of services.

Accounting

Server

The accounting server receives accounting data from devices and

translates it into session records. The accounting server may also take

responsibility for the routing of session records to interested parties.

AAA server An AAA server takes care of Authentication, Authorisation and Accounting

of user access on a network.

Bandwidth Broker A server that controls the admission of traffic within a DiffServ domain.

Policy Server A server that controls admission to resources within the network.

PDP Policy Decision Point, the point where policy decisions are made (also

Policy Server).

PEP Policy Enforcement Point, the point where the policy decisions are actually

enforced (for example at the NAS or at a border router).

Edge/Border

router

Router at the edge or border of a domain that communicates with a router

on another domain.

Interior router Router that only communicates with routers within its own domain.

NAS (Network

Access Server)

A router that provides users access to the network domain through

different interfaces like dial-in ports.

(Traffic) Meter Meters are network entities that observe packets as they pass by a single

point on their way through the network and classify them into certain

groups. [RFC2722]
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Meter Reader A meter reader transports usage data from meters so that it is available to

analysis applications. [RFC2722]

Manager A traffic measurement manager is an application that configures 'meter'

entities and controls 'meter reader' entities. [RFC2722]
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 3 Bottom-up approach

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the bottom-up approach is followed. Looking at the IP-layer, and observing the

'things' that can be seen, an investigation is attributes that could be relevant for accounting is

made. The first 'things' that can be seen are IP packets. Given IP version 4 and IP version 6,

the relevance of the header fields for accounting can be investigated. This investigation is

done in Section 3.2 and 3.3 for IPv4 and IPv6 respectively. Other things that can be observed

are physical entities: hence, managed routers. In Section 3.4 a start on this is made.

3.2 Attributes based on the field in the IPv4 Header

In this section we consider the fields of the IPv4 header (as defined in RFC791) and discuss

their applicability for accounting. As such, it is a systematic approach for investigating

accounting issues for IP-Based networks.

The structure of the IPv4 header is shown in Figure 1.

version type of service (TOS) total length ( in bytes) 

source address 

header-
length 

tota l length ( in bytes) flags fragment offset 

time to live (TTL) protocol header checksum 

destination address 

options 

Figure 1: IPv4 Header Fields.

3.2.1 Version (4 bits)

At this moment in time, two versions are deployed: IPv4 and IPv6. IPv4 is yet most widely

spread; in fact, migration to IPv6 proceeds slower than initially anticipated.

IPv4 and IPv6 have different packet formats hence for the analysis of accounting parameters

we must analysis their headers separately.

In the analysis made in this section, we fully focus on IPv4 as to illustrate what can be derived

from this systematic analysis. A next step is to perform a similar analysis for IPv6.
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IP version based charging can be an issue. For instance, in case an ISP wants to migrate

from IPv4 to IPv6, charging differently for IPv4 and IPv6 may be used as a mechanism to

control (e.g. speed-up) the migration process.

3.2.2 Header Length (4 bits)

This field specifies the length of the IP packet header as multiples of 32 bits (i.e. 4 bytes).

Since the value can range from 0 to 15 the maximum header length is 60 bytes.

The Header Length field may be used in combination with the Total-Length field in case an

accounting scheme is being used that is based on charging for payload only. The section on

the Total Length field addresses this in more detail.

3.2.3 Type of Service (8 bits)

In most parts of the Internet this field is currently not being used, though exceptions exist (e.g.

some Cisco routers use the field). It is however the field that is now subject to key discussions

on offering Classes of Services (COS). In total six bits, usually referred to as the DS Code

Point (DSCP), are used to differentiate between service offerings.

For accounting, this field (or actually, the 6 bits used as DS Code Points) is one of the

reasons to set up Work Unit 5: where accounting is considered to be a ‘control’ mechanism to

influence user behavior. If users are not charged differently for different classes of service,

there is no incentive for using e.g. best effort service.

3.2.4 Total Length (16 bits)

The value of this field is the length of the IP packet in number of bytes. That means the IP

header plus IP payload. The maximum length of an IP packet is thus 65535 bytes. The

payload carried by an IP packet is thus:

Payload = Total-Length – 4*Header-Length (bytes).

3.2.5 Identification (16 bits)

An IP packet send has a unique identifier (possibly or potentially relative to the specified

Protocol field). This field is use in case fragmentation is used: in case an IP packet needs to

be fragmented this field indicates which fragmented IP packets belong together so that at the

receiving host proper re-assembly can take place.

The formal definition of this header field says that the value assigned to it is determined by the

upper layer protocol entity. So, in principle one can search to combine this field with values of

other fields to see if it is possible to detect IP packet retransmissions. However:

Most Berkeley-derived implementations have the IP layer increment a kernel variable
each time an IP packet is sent…[@reference to be included]
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Since at the IP layer there is no notion of retransmission, and these implementations are

spread around all over the Internet, such an analysis is not of much practical use.

It can thus be concluded that detecting retransmission at the IP layer is practically not doable.

3.2.6 Flags (3 bits)

These bits are used for fragmentation: e.g. to denote that the packet contains a fragment, or

either to denote that the packet may not be fragmented.

If packets may not be fragmented, an ICMP error message will be returned in case

fragmentation is needed, due to the MTU of the Data-Lank layer.

In theory, one could use the flags for accounting purposes. For instance, if packets are to be

transported that may not be fragmented, an ISP may have the policy to charge more as

compared to packets that may be fragmented (charge for the risk of inducing ICMP

messages). On the other hand, it could also be the case that packets that may not be

fragmented, are charged less, because to fragment a packet takes up resources: it need

processing time to achieve it.

In many cases, however, fragmentation will not really be an issue. Determining the minimum

MTU along a path prevents fragmentation. Furthermore, fragmentation may also be

considered as a normal network-layer operation, that is a concern for an operator and not the

user.

3.2.7 Fragmentation-offset (13 bits)

In case an IP packet is fragmented, the fragment offset field contain the offset of the fragment

from the beginning of the packet. The units counted in fragmentation offset is multiples of

eight bytes.

In general, it is desirable to avoid fragmentation, because if a fragment gets lots, the entire

original packet has to be retransmitted (not by the IP layer but the upper layer, e.g. TCP).

The fragmentation-offset field itself does not provide a meaningful attribute to differentiate

traffic of flows.

3.2.8 Time To Live (8 bits)

The time-to-live field is meant to avoid packets to loop around in the network infinitely long.

I don’t think it is useful to use this field for accounting differentiation.
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3.2.9 Protocol (8 bits)

The protocol field is used to identify which protocol gave the data for IP to send as to allow

receiving IP protocol entity to de-multiplex incoming IP packets.

The assigned Internet protocol numbers are specified in RFC 1700 (currently the numbers 0-

100 and 255 are in use or reserved, 101-254 are unassigned). For a more recent overview

see ftp://ftp.isi.edu/in-notes/iana/assignments/protocol-numbers. Some examples of the

assigned numbers are: ICMP (1), IGMP (2), IP (4, for encapsulation), TCP (6), EGP (8), UDP

(17), RSVP (46).

Potentially, the protocol field is an attribute that can be used to differentiate between flows for

charging. Different protocols are processed differently, e.g. in an IntServ network RSVP

messages are being processed, hence these are treated differently (in terms of functions to

be performed and network resources consumed, e.g. processing time) than for instance TCP

segments.

3.2.10 Header Checksum (16 bits)

The header checksum is computed over the IP header only. Note that the IP header thus

needs to be changed for every hop because the TTL field changes for each hop.

In case an error is detected, the IP packet is discarded without any further notice.

Since errors can be detected, it is in principle possible to compensate the accounting for

discarded packets. However, since discarding packets due to errors can occur at any place in

the network where they should be detected, it is not realistic to do this. Also, the amount of

discarded packets due to errors is, in today’s networking, negligible compared to packet

discard due to overflowing queues (congestion).

3.2.11 Source IP Address (32 bits) and Destination IP Address (32 bits)

Traffic and flows may be distinguished on basis of IP addresses or any aggregate thereof. As

an example of such aggregates, we may consider e.g. different classes (A-E), different IP Net

IDs and different IP Subnet IDs (subnetting is since 1985 an additional requirement).

Net IDs and Subnet IDs are used in the routing table for IP packet forwarding. This implies

that within an administrative domain, there is full knowledge over how to route the packets.

In IPv6 there exists no relationship between an IP address and the geographical location of

the Interface. That is, from the IP address the geographical location of the interface cannot be

inferred. Also the domain name is not a viable criterion for determining the geographical

location of a host. This property therefore does not allow for a charging scheme based on

geographical location and separate between local, regional, national and international traffic.

Instead, the Internet is organized in terms of domains. And we can try to explore whether
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charging can be based on differentiating between domains. As starting point for this

investigation we begin with the following observations:

•  Each Internet Interface has a unique IP address. Each domain has an assigned range of

IP-addresses consisting of a Net-IDs and possibly a SubNet-ID. In order for the IP network

to work the following must be known:

•  The range of IP addresses assigned to the domain (otherwise, packets destined for hosts

in the domain cannot be delivered).

•  Associations between other IP address ranges (that are outside the range of the domain)

and neighboring domains (that is, domains with which a SLA exists). Such an association

exists otherwise it would be impossible to forward packets to a destination outside the

domain. In case there are more neighboring domains, particular ranges may be associated

with each neighbor. There are some notes to be made here: e.g. for network optimizations

load balancing may be applied, in which case the association is not a one-to-one mapping.

•  A neighbor domain may also be used as transit domain as to reach other domains with

whom no bilateral agreement exists. For instance, to reach the pacific, SurfNet may have a

transit SLA with a provider in the US.

For accounting purposes, it may thus be desirable to differentiate between inter-domain and

intra-domain traffic of flows.

Given the information stored in routing tables it is known within the domain to which

neighboring domain traffic is forwarded. Hence, it is possible to differentiate flows on basis of

neighboring domains (a reason to do this is e.g. the possibility that traffic forwarded to

neighbor domain X is more expensive than to neighbor domain Y).

In case of a neighboring transit domain is left for further study (one of the issues here is: who

is doing what, and who are involved in the SLA negotiations).

Other issues as are to be derived when considering other network layer functionality (such as

Mobile IP) are also left for further study.

3.2.12 Options (max. 40 bytes)

The IPv4 header options are left for further study.

3.2.13 Flow definitions and attributes

On basis of Section 4, we can derive the following list of potential attributes for flow definition

(see Table x).

IP Header Field Flow Attribute Comments

Version Yes Ipv4 or Ipv6 may be charged differently
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Header Length Yes In combination with Total Length to charge payload
only

Type of Service Yes In particular the DS Code Point is crucial here. Which
DS Code Points and their implied Per Hop Behavior
is the charging issue here.

Total Length Yes This allows for charging based on byte count. If
combined with Header Length, charging based on
byte count of the payload is possible.

Identification No No in-depth study is made here, due to different and
particular IP protocol entity implementation around
this field is not considered useful in accounting

Flags Yes Packets that may or must not be fragmented may be
charged differntly.

Fragmentation offset No No meaningful usage of this field is found for
charging.

Time-to-Live No No useful usage encountered nor imagined.

Protocol Yes To differentiate charging on basis of this field could
be meaningful. However, it can be very tricky: if a
particular transport protocol is charged higher, people
will try to use other transport protocols inducing lower
costs without the ISP knowing. Whenever a particular
protocol needs functionality that is in the network
(e.g. ICMP, RSVP) this may work.

Header Checksum No No meaningful usage found or imagined.

Src & Dst IP Address Yes The IP addresses, in combination with the knowledge
of Net-IDs and SubNet-IDs, allows for charging
differentiation based on administrative domains, as
well as the definition of different levels of traffic
aggregation.

Options N.A. For further study.
Table 1: Overview of IP Header Fields for Traffic/Flow Attributes.

Finally, when registering traffic, hence observing IP packets, we can associate a timestamp

with this event. Differentiating on basis of Time of Day (ToD) or Day of Week (DoW) can be

imagined, For instance, traffic between 19:00 and 08:00 or in weekends may be charged

differently.

In the above, the IPv4 header has been considered. However, other parameters might be of

interest. For instance, due to a restrictive SLA between a user and an ISP, or due to

congestion, it might occur that a user injects to many IP packets into the network and many

packets are to be discarded. One can imagine that a user a charged for such mal-behavior.

These and other measures are to be measured by for instance a router. In Section 3.3 more

of these type of parameters are considered.

3.3 The IPv6 Header

Comment: A Start with this section has been made, it not ready yet.
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Version Traffic Class Flow Label 

Payload Length Next Header Hop Limit 

Source Address 

Destination Address 

Figure 2: IPv6 Header Fields

3.3.1 Version (4 bits)

This field identifies the protocols version number, for IPv6 this is 6.

3.3.2 Traffic Class (8 bits)

The traffic class flied is intended for the support of differentiated services just like the Type of

Service field in the IPv4 header. Note that, next to DiffServ support, the IPv6 header supports

flow labels as a means to enforce special treatment of sequences of packets by routers.

3.3.3 Flow Label (20 bits)

In RFC 2373 the Flow-Label is specifies as follows:

The 20-bit Flow Label field in the IPv6 header may be used by a source to label
sequences of packets for which it requests special handling by the IPv6 routers, such as
non-default quality of service or "real-time" service. This aspect of IPv6 is, at the time of
writing, still experimental and subject to change as the requirements for flow support in
the Internet become clearer. Hosts or routers that do not support the functions of the
Flow Label field are required to set the field to zero when originating a packet, pass the
field on unchanged when forwarding a packet, and ignore the field when receiving a
packet.

Flow labels allow a different way of enforcing a QoS-like packet transfer. It is a specific

feature of IPv6 and not supported by IPv4. In the context of accounting for Differentiated

Services, this field can be ignored. However, in case IPv6 is foreseen to become the major

protocol for the Internet and the Flow Label becomes a significant mechanism to realize QoS

like behaviors, this field should be addressed in the accounting architecture.
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3.3.4 Payload Length (16 bits)

The payload length field is a 16-bit unsigned integer that identifies the length of the rest the

IPv6 packet, i.e. the part that follows the packet header. This implies that option fields in an

IP-packet are considered to be part of the payload.

3.3.5 Next Header (8 bits)

The next header field identifies the type of header immediately following the IPv6 header. It

uses the same values as the IPv4 Protocol field [RFC-1700 et seq.].

3.3.6 Hop Limit (8 bits)

The hop limit field is similar to the Time-To-Live field in the IPv4 header, the only change in

terms of specification is that the hop limit is decremented by one in each router, hence it has

been specified in the way that has already become common practice for IPv4.

3.3.7 Source Address (128 bits) & Destination Address (128 bits)

These two 128-bit addresses specify the originator respectively the recipient of the packet.

The addressing architecture is specified in [RFC 2373].

3.3.8 Header extensions

IPv6 has five types of header extensions, these are:

•  Hop-by-Hop Options (specified in RFC 2373)
•  Routing (specified in RFC 2373): IP is a destination based routing protocol, the Routing

options allows for loose source routing: the source may specify intermediate nodes that

must be traversed by the packet.

•  Fragment (specified in RFC 2373): the fragment option is used to send packets that are

larger than the path MTU to its destination. The fragmentation is performed by the source.

Hence this is an important deviation from IPv6 where routers can do fragmentation.

•  Destination Options (specified in RFC 2373): this header option carries information that

needs to be examined by the destination host only.

•  Authentication (specified in RFC 2402): this header option provides connectionless
integrity and data origin authentication for IP packets and may provide protection against

replays (this is an option within the option).
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•  Encapsulating Security Payload (specified in RFC 2406).

3.4 Existing Accounting Attributes

For accounting purposes, there is already an installed base. This installed base consist of

attributes, or MIB objects, that have already been standardized, and communication protocols

that can be used to exchange accounting information between physical entities. Examples of

these MIBs are the Meter-MIB, ISDN-MIB, AToM-MIB. Protocols that exists are: Radius,

Diameter, COPS and SNMP.

One of the AAA Working Group activities is to provide an overview of this installed base, this

is work in progress. Instead of duplicating or redoing that useful work, the latest version of that

Internet Draft is referred to [BrBl00].

Other, proprietary, solutions for accounting exists as well; for instance: NetFlow and LFAP.

Nearly all of these solutions have in common that they focus on the enabling of user-based

usage accounting. Hence, accounting parameters and attributes for users are considered

mostly. An examption to this rule is the Meter-MIB, for it allows to base usage accounting on

higher levels of traffic aggregations. Accounting at aggregated level is an issue in case

accounting settlements are included in the Service Level Agreement between Internet Service

Providers. Such an inventory is lacking in current work, therefore it and is therefore

considered in more detail in this section.

Inter-domain traffic can be monitored at the links or port that are used to pass this traffic.

Since many border routers include standardized MIBs, it is useful to see whether these MIBs

contain objects that can be used for accounting. Some standard MIBs that are of interest here

are e.g. MIB-2 and RMON-MIB. A practical issue to be addressed in future work is the

accuracy of the MIB object values returned by the different implementations.

3.4.1 MIB-2

In MIB-2 a lot of information is available that could be useful for accounting. To start with,

there is the Interface table that contains an entry for each interface or port. For the information

stored in the Interface table we refer to 'www.snmp.org/ietf.mib/html/RFC1213-MIB.html' and

the update of the Interface Table as specified in the IF-MIB, see also

'www.snmp.org/ietf.mib/html/IF-MIB.html'. The information stored in this table includes packet

counts and byte counts at the Data-Link layer. ISPs may base their accounting agreements

on Data-Link layer counts.

Also, there are objects for discarded and errored packets per interface. However, there are no

byte counters for errored and discarded packets.

Also note that all these counters are based on the data-link layer, so to pin-point things down

to users or IP addresses may become a processing intensive exercise.
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The IP object group, provides information about the IP datagrams processed by the entity. It

is not per port or interface. Hence, the IP group is not suitable for accounting purposes.

3.4.2 RMON-MIB

It seems that the RMON2 MIB may be useful for gathering accounting data at the Data-Link

layer…

This section is for further study.
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 4 Top-down approach

The previous section takes current technology as starting point; in contrary, this section starts

with identifying which pricing schemes are used and proposed. We will elaborate on the

technological consequences of these pricing schemes; we do not discuss the economic

meaningfulness of the proposed pricing schemes; we only consider them as given.

Elaborating on the technological consequences of measuring certain variables or on the

technological consequences of requiring / introducing certain pricing schemes is a top-down

approach; this will result in a set of variables which should be measured to operate these

pricing schemes.

4.1 Introduction

Different service providers can offer different transport services and use different pricing

schemes to target their intended user group or to influence the behaviour of their existing

customers. The most straightforward scheme is a flat rate with no limits imposed on the

volume of traffic or the duration of a connection. More elaborate pricing schemes call for more

elaborate accounting systems to collect information on the metrics of the pricing scheme (e.g.

volume of traffic). The set of parameters influences the requirements set on an accounting

system. There are as many pricing schemes as there are service providers, therefore an

accounting architecture should be flexible and allow for extension. Another implication of the

large variety (and combinations) of pricing schemes is that an accounting architecture should

not impose a particular pricing scheme, i.e. a pricing scheme should not be embedded into an

accounting architecture, since this would limit the usefulness of such an accounting system if

the need arises for another pricing scheme [SCEH96].

 This chapter of the deliverable will look at different pricing schemes and metrics that can be

used. What the best pricing scheme is for a given provider and a given business goal is

outside the scope of this deliverable. The different pricing schemes can be compared by

rating them in terms of complexity, understandability (from a customer's point of view), and

predictability.

By requiring that an accounting system be flexible and extensible different pricing schemes

can be constructed by mixing and matching (e.g. flat rate and usage based).

4.1.1 Approach

An accounting architecture can be viewed from different perspectives. Every perspective will

lead to a different (but possibly overlapping) set of requirements.

A lot of metrics can be used for billing purposes, but not all are sensible. The definition of

sensible is of course subjective and depends on the pricing scheme and company. A useful

starting point could be to determine metrics having a direct relation with (consumed)

resources: looking at an accounting architecture from a cost perspective. An example is an
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Internet provider with several dial-in ports. A resource to be used as a metric in this case

could be the dial-in ports. If a user connects to the Internet by dialling in to the Internet

provider he or she occupies one port (uses a resource) for the duration of the connection

time. That particular resource can then not be used by anyone else. Another approach is to

look at an accounting architecture from a pricing scheme perspective: "what metrics do I need

to enable a certain pricing scheme?" Both approaches will be used here to get a set of metrics

for accounting.

The different metrics will be discussed at the level of Service Providers and Customers.

Differentiation of providers in Access Providers and Backbone Providers will be made only

where this is relevant. A customer can be an end-user in the case of an access provider or

another provider in case of a backbone provider.

4.2 Pricing schemes

Although a great number of different pricing schemes exist, they are always a combination of

two basic pricing schemes.

•  Flat rate
•  Usage based

Flat rate pricing schemes can be subdivided into restricted or pure flat rate. Usage based

pricing schemes can be used with static prices or with dynamic prices. In the latter case the

resulting pricing scheme is called 'dynamic pricing'.

Figure 5: Different pricing schemes.
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4.2.1 flat rate

With a flat rate pricing scheme a customer pays a fixed amount of money per period (e.g. 1

month) and gets a certain amount of service for that fee. The flat rate pricing scheme can be

divided further into:

•  Pure flat rate
•  Restricted flat rate

4.2.1.1 Pure flat rate

With pure flat rate no restrictions or limits are placed on the usage of resources. The customer

pays a fixed amount of money per period and can do what he or she wants. Only possible

restrictions are of a technical nature (e.g. maximum link speed or maximum number of

customers connected simultaneously). Accounting for billing purposes is unnecessary in this

scenario. Accounting in this scenario can be used to determine costs. The collected cost

information can be used to set the flat rate.

4.2.1.2 Restricted flat rate

A flat rate pricing scheme can also be used with restrictions on an individual level. A customer

then gets a service with clear limitations and/or restrictions for a constant fee per period. For

an access provider with dial-in accounts this could mean a restriction on the connection

minutes per month. If a customer exceeds a limit four options are possible:

•  The customer is denied access to services until the next period.

•  The customer has to pay for excess usage.

•  The contract is upgraded to a higher resource usage per period.
•  Nothing happens.

Note that the 2
nd
 and 3

rd
 option are in effect a combination of a flat rate and usage based

pricing scheme and that the last option is pure flat rate (no restrictions). Accounting in this

scenario is needed to check whether customers exceed the set limit. The exact requirements

on what to measure depend on the type of limitation; this could be duration, volume or any

other type of metric. The set of metrics that can potentially be used is the same as for a usage

based pricing scheme. The requirements on the accounting architecture with respect to

measurements are the same as for a usage based pricing scheme. Requirements on timing

are stricter if a customer has to be denied access if a limit is exceeded (option 1). If excess

usage has to be paid for, requirements on timing are less tight since a bill can be allowed to

lag behind actual usage.

4.2.2 Usage based

Instead of a flat rate pricing scheme, a provider can also base billing on the usage of

resources. Usage based pricing schemes are used as a pricing incentive to get customers to

behave in a preferred way (e.g. to prevent congestion) or to attract customers with a preferred

behaviour. Usage based pricing schemes can use static prices or dynamic prices. In the
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former case the price of a metric is known up front and either does not change in time or only

in a predetermined way. In the latter case prices are unknown up front and can change

dynamically based on for example the network load. Dynamic pricing schemes are often

suggested as the preferred pricing scheme to get a fair distribution of resources in congested

networks. The metrics used as a basis in both cases can be the same.

 From a customers point of view the metrics chosen for a usage based pricing scheme should

be understandable and predictable. A number of possible metrics are:

•  Volume

•  Duration
•  Distance
•  Bandwidth / capacity
•  Class of Service / Quality of Service
•  Time of Day

Note that distance, speed, Class of Service, and time of day have no meaning by itself. They

are only useful in combination with other metrics such as volume or duration.

4.2.3 Metrics for usage based billing

4.2.3.1 Volume

IP packets are the parcels of the Internet. Since routers process traffic on a per-packet basis,

traffic volume (i.e. number of packets) can be used as an indicator for the amount of

resources used by a customer. The incentive with this metric would be to limit the amount of

data transferred by a customer. If a pricing scheme is based purely on volume, the rate at

which data is sent has no influence on the bill; sending a Megabyte of data in one second or

in two days will result in the same bill.

An open issue is the effect of retransmissions on the bill of the customer: Should a customer

also pay for retransmitted packets or only for successfully transferred packets?

If volume is used as a basis for billing, the amount of data (packets) sent by a customer has to

be measured. This measurement should take place at those points in the network where the

relationship between a packet and a customer is known or can be determined with a minimum

amount of effort. This is near or at the edges of a network: either at the border routers of a

backbone network or at the access routers of an access provider's network.

Table 1: Volume what and where.

WHAT WHERE

Number of packets/bytes Border/Access routers
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4.2.3.2 Duration

A metric used for billing with telephony is duration. The longer a call lasts, the higher the bill.

Since the normal telephone network (PSTN) is circuit switched, duration of a call is a direct

indication of the amount of resources used by a customer.

The Internet is packet switched. There is no equivalent notion of duration on the Internet, at

least not at an IP level. Modern routers do introduce the notion of 'flows', where a flow is a

stream of data (packets) travelling between two endpoints across a network. Although

originally intended to speed up processing of packets (tag switching [CISCO]), several

statistics on a flow can also be collected, including duration. Access Providers that provide

dial-up connectivity to the Internet (via ISDN or Analogue Modem) can use information from

their access routers/AAA servers to determine how long a customer was connected. Since a

dial-up session allocates resources, duration in this case is a measure of the amount of

resources used by a customer. It does not provide information on the utilisation of the

connection however.

Table 2: Duration what and where.

WHAT WHERE

Flow duration Border routers

Session duration Access routers

4.2.3.3 Distance

With POTS a common metric used for billing is a notion of geographical distance in the form

of different tariffs for local, national and international traffic. Using different tariffs is facilitated

by the international public telecommunication numbering plan [E.164] that has a

geographically hierarchical structure. IP addresses do not have a geographically hierarchical

structure (or only limited as in IPv6).
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Figure 6: Local vs. non-local traffic.

A metric of distance that can be used is 'locality' of traffic: whether the traffic is local or non-

local to a network. Local traffic costs less (to provide) than non-local traffic; especially

intercontinental links are expensive.

Since a network has knowledge of its own structure in the form of routing tables it can

determine whether traffic is local or non-local. Note that distance in this case is related to

network structure ('technical distance') and is not necessarily equivalent to geographical

distance. The incentive of a price based on distance (or locality) is to limit the amount of non-

local traffic sent or received by a customer.

An open issue with locality of traffic is that the user has no influence on or knowledge about

the routing of traffic over the Internet. It is possible that a requested page from a server in the

same country as the person who is requesting the page travels via another continent (e.g.

NL→US→NL). This all depends on peering agreements and interconnection between different

providers, none of which are visible to, or under influence of, the customer.

From a technical perspective the 'best' point to measure the amount of (non)-local traffic is at

the edges of the network. Either close to the customer (for example the access router of an

Access Provider), or at the point where the network is connected to another network or

intercontinental link (egress routers).
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Table 3: Distance what and where.

WHAT WHERE

Destination Border routers

4.2.3.4 Bandwidth/capacity

Several variations on charging bandwidth can be used.

Customers can be charged according to the peak-bandwidth that their connection to the

Internet can achieve (e.g. a 2 MB/s link). In other words: customers are charged on the

capacity of their connection to the Internet. Other variations are to charge according to burst

rate or sustained average rate over a certain period.

A more complex example of charging for bandwidth used is the ‘95
th
 percentile’

1
. With this

approach the average usage level over short periods of time is determined (e.g. five minutes).

These average levels during the whole charging period (usually a month) is used as a basis

for the bill the customer has to pay. At the end of the month the 95
th
 percentile is determined

and the customer is charged for that 95
th
 percentile. Example:

Provider X measures average levels over five minute periods. This results in nearly

9000 periods per month. The 95
th
 percentile of that set of 9000 periods is determined.

Let’s say that this is k kb/s. The customer is then charged based on that k kb/s. How a

price is determined based on that k kb/s depends of course on the provider.

Other options are to determine the average rate or the burst rate over the complete billing

period.

An extra requirement for charging based on capacity/bandwidth (especially with the 95
th

percentile) is that all measured data needs to be stored for at least the duration of the

charging period (at least until the bill is determined). If some 9000 measurements are

collected per customer per month the volume that has to be stored for all customers can

become large. Dividing the total bandwidth into a set of discrete stages can reduce the

amount of data that has to be stored. The continuous scale from 0 till X kb/s, where X is the

link bandwidth, is divided into for example 4 levels (0-25%, 25-50%, 50-75%, and 75-100%).

Instead of storing the measured bandwidth during a measurement period, a counter for the

appropriate range is increased.

                                                     
1
 A percentile is a value on a scale of one hundred that indicates the percent of a distribution that is equal to or below
it. So the 95

th
 percentile is k means that 95% of the distribution has a value equal to or below k.
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Table 4: Distance what and where.

VARIATION WHAT WHERE

95
th
 percentile Number of bytes per

measurement period

Border/Access routers

Burst rate Number of bytes per

measurement period

Border/Access router

4.2.3.5 Class of Service

Differentiated services [RFC2475] can only work if traffic is distributed over different

aggregate behaviours, if all traffic would be mapped to the 'best' service (where 'best' is a

qualification based on for example latency or other traffic parameters) there would be no

advantage in deploying differentiated services. Traffic allocation to a specific class of service

should therefore be limited. This limitation can be achieved by using price incentives towards

the user (i.e. make a 'better' service more expensive), by explicitly limiting traffic available to a

user (i.e. only allow a certain amount of traffic or imposing a time limit), or both. In all cases

measurements are needed to determine the resources used, either to use the measurements

as a basis for determining the price, or as a basis for restricting user access to resources.

Paris Metro Pricing

A proposal to create different classes of service by pricing alone is the Paris Metro Pricing

scheme [ODLY99].

The Paris Metro Pricing scheme (PMP) is based on the pricing scheme as used by the Paris

metro system until some 15 years ago. In the Paris metro system, 1
st
 and 2

nd
 class would be

the same in quality (same type and number of seats). The only difference between 1
st
 and 2

nd

class was the price, a 1
st
 class ticket would cost twice as much as a 2

nd
 class ticket. The result

was a less congested 1
st
 class, since only people who valued getting a seat would pay the

extra amount of money for a 1
st
 class ticket. Applied to a network, the network would be

partitioned into several logical channels each with a fixed capacity and all using best effort.

This could be done using the same technique as DiffServ. The only difference between the

channels would be their price. This pricing incentive in itself should result in different

congestion levels in the logical channels and therefore different levels of QoS.

The requirements for an accounting system for DiffServ and the PMP proposal are the same.

The amount of traffic in the different classes (or logical channels with PMP) must be

measured. As with 'locality' the best point to measure the amount of traffic in different classes

or channels is at the edges of the network. Either close to the customer (for example the

access router of an Access Provider), or at the point where the network is connected to

another network (border routers).
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Table 5: Differentiated Services / Paris Metro Pricing what and where.

WHAT WHERE

Volume per Class of Service / Logical

channel

Border routers (Backbone provider)

Access Router (Access Provider)

4.2.3.6 Time of day

If network congestion occurs only at certain regular times (e.g. between 8:00 pm and 9:00 pm

on weekday evenings) the prices of metrics can be used to encourage customers to use

resources in off-peak hours. This can be a useful mechanism to spread the use of resources

over the whole day (smoothen peaks). Of course using price variation as an incentive will only

work if the customers have the ability to shift their network usage to other hours of the day: If

customers of a provider are all companies with fixed working hours varying prices will have no

effect.

Note that a pricing scheme with prices depending on the time of day is not a dynamic pricing

scheme since the prices are known up-front.

The requirement imposed on an accounting architecture by such a pricing scheme is that

measurements can be linked to a time of day, since the time of day determines (a/o.) the price

a customer has to pay. This means that:

•  The measurement device must have an accurate time source

•  Every measurement must be timestamped or sorted into the different (price) periods

4.2.4 Dynamic Pricing

The price of a metric that is used for a usage based billing scheme can be predetermined

(e.g. $1 per MB). Another option is to allow prices to vary dynamically depending on the

network load for example.

•  Smart market

•  Shadow Pricing (TBD)
•  others...

An example of a dynamic pricing scheme is the smart market. With the smart market every

packet carries a bid that the customer/user is willing to pay for the transport of that packet. At

every (edge) router the packets with the highest bids are accepted and charged with the

amount of the highest rejected bid. With the smart market users can tell the network (by using

a bid) how much they value the transmission of their data. One of the problems with this

approach is that the network evaluates the bids per hop and per packet but that users value

transport end to end and for a series of packets (e.g. transfer of a whole file).

A solution that would first determine the end-to-end price would not scale (comparable to

IntServ).
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Another problem is that the smart market approach results in a pricing scheme that is

embedded in the network; it lacks flexibility.

4.2.5 What & Where summary

Table 6: What and where summary.

METRIC MEASURE WHAT MEASURE WHERE ADDITIONAL

REQUIREMENTS

Volume Number of

packets/bytes

Access/Border routers

Duration Flow duration Border routers

Access session

duration

Access routers

Distance (Locality) Access/Border routers

Bandwidth/capacity Number of bytes per

measurement period

Access/Border routers Relative accurate time

source, storage.

DiffServ/PMP Volume per CoS Access/Border routers

Time of Day Access/Border routers Absolute accurate

time source

4.3 Cost perspective

For a provider to make a profit the revenue of its services should of course exceed its costs.

Therefore it is helpful if there is a clear insight into the costs of delivering a certain service.

This is not limited to the total costs of a service but also to the marginal costs of a service. In

other words: What are the extra costs for transporting an additional packet?

A number of cost elements that are part of the total costs are:

•  Interconnection
•  Leased lines
•  Private lines
•  Routers/Switches
•  Labour (Customer and Network management)

•  Energy
•  Licenses (for mobile access)

•  Depreciation
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This is not a complete list and large variations in the different cost elements for different

service providers exist: for every provider the situation is different. Therefore it is also

impossible to determine a standard recipe for determining the right pricing scheme. But an

insight in to the cost allocation of providing a service helps a provider in determining the right

pricing scheme for a service.

Some elements have a stronger cost relationship to the total number of packets sent than

others. Energy for example has a weak relationship with number of packets sent. If more

packets are sent, more equipment is needed and therefore more energy.

Licenses for mobile access have a very weak relationship with the volume of data

transported, mainly because these licenses have to be bought beforehand. With a private or

leased line, extra lines can be deployed if and when needed. For mobile access there usually

is no such option.

The cost of interconnection and the relationship to data volume depends on the SLA a

particular provider has with another provider.

Another influence on the costs is the efficiency. If a provider can do its network management

more efficiently than a competitor it can also save on labour costs, giving an advantage over

the competitors. Also the utilisation of a link is of influence. If a provider only has companies

as its customers, peak traffic is during office hours while outside those office hours links might

be scarcely used. In order to increase the efficiency of the links the excess capacity could be

sold to ISPs, whose customers have different traffic patterns. The combination of customers

leads to a better link utilisation.
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 5 Matching both approaches
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 6 Resulting process view on accounting
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 7 Internet accounting architecture

Combining the results of the previous chapter with the results of the metering experiments.

Also: coupling processes with actors and (other) entities.

It is expected that the accounting contributions of Mario and Ron are of use here;

"Accounting model based on integrated RSVP/intserv and diffserv architecture" (Mario

Goorden), see: http://ing.ctit.utwente.nl/WU5/ongoing/qosmodel/qos-model.html

"Accounting Architecture" (Ron Sprenkels), see:

http://wwwhome.cs.utwente.nl/~sprenkel/unpublished/diffserv-1.ppt
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 8 Remaining work

This section lists some of the remaining work (in no particular order)

•  How to handle retransmissions

(depends a.o. on results of metering experiments)

•  Outlook to service accounting
•  Specific authentication and authorisation problems
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Glossary of terms / Acronyms

AAA Authentication, Authorisation, and Accounting

BB Bandwidth Broker

COPS Common Open Policy Service

ISDN Integrated Services Digital Network

ISP Internet Service Provider

LFAP Lightweight Flow Accounting Protocol

MIB Management Information Base

NAS Network Access Server

PDP Policy Decision Point

PEP Policy Enforcement Point

POTS Plain Old Telephony Service(s)

PMP Paris Metro Pricing

PSTN Public Switched Telephone Network

RSVP Resource Reservation Protocol
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